PROCRASTINATION
ACTIVITY SHEET
Labor Day Edition

WORD SCRAMBLE
Industries and Professions
1. ONSTIUCCRTNO _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
2. SIREVEC _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
3. HHALTAREEC _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
4. TENIATRENMTNE _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
5. LENIACNG _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
6. TAESUTNARR _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

CROSSWORD
About the Holiday

DOWN:
1. Most people enjoy the extended ___ they get for Labor Day.
3. The holiday came about after a long period of fighting by labor ___ for better working conditions in the late 1800’s.

ACROSS:
2. Labor Day did not become a ___ holiday until 1894 under President Grover Cleveland.
4. This was the first state to recognize Labor Day as a public holiday.
5. Many Americans get this day ___ from work.
6. Several businesses and restaurants close to give their employees a day to ___.